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Before we go any further I would like to ask you what is your fundamental, lasting interest in life? Putting all oblique answers aside and dealing with this question directly and honestly, what would you answer? Do you know?

Isn't it yourself? Anyway, that is what most of us would say if we answered truthfully. I am interested in my progress, my job, my family, the little corner in which I live, in getting a better position for myself, more prestige, more power, more domination over others and so on. I think it would be logical, wouldn't it, to admit to ourselves that that is what most of us are primarily interested in—'me' first?

Some of us would say that it is wrong to be primarily interested in ourselves. But what is wrong about it except that we seldom decently, honestly, admit it? If we do, we are rather ashamed of it. So there it is—one is fundamentally interested in oneself, and for various ideological or traditional reasons one thinks it is wrong. But what one thinks is irrelevant. Why introduce the factor of its being wrong? That is an idea, a concept. What is a fact is that one is fundamentally and lastingly interested in oneself.

You may say that it is more satisfactory to help another than to think about yourself. What is the difference? It is still self-concern. If it gives you greater satisfaction to help others, you are concerned about what will give you greater
satisfaction. Why bring any ideological concept into it? Why this double thinking? Why not say, 'What I really want is satisfaction, whether in sex, or in helping others, or in becoming a great saint, scientist or politician?' It is the same process, isn't it? Satisfaction in all sorts of ways, subtle and obvious, is what we want. When we say we want freedom we want it because we think it may be wonderfully satisfying, and the ultimate satisfaction, of course, is this peculiar idea of self-realisation. What we are really seeking is a satisfaction in which there is no dissatisfaction at all.

Most of us crave the satisfaction of having a position in society because we are afraid of being nobody. Society is so constructed that a citizen who has a position of respect is treated with great courtesy, whereas a man who has no position is kicked around. Everyone in the world wants a position, whether in society, in the family or to sit on the right hand of God, and this position must be recognised by others, otherwise it is no position at all. We must always sit on the platform. Inwardly we are whirlpools of misery and mischief and therefore to be regarded outwardly as a great figure is very gratifying. This craving for position, for prestige, for power, to be recognised by society as being outstanding in some way, is a wish to dominate others, and this wish to dominate is a form of aggression. The saint who seeks a position in regard to his saintliness is as aggressive as the chicken pecking in the farmyard. And what is the cause of this aggressiveness? It is fear, isn't it?

Fear is one of the greatest problems in life. A mind that is caught in fear lives in confusion, in conflict, and therefore must be violent, distorted and aggressive. It dare not move away from its own patterns of thinking, and this breeds hypocrisy. Until we are free from fear, climb the highest mountain, invent every kind of God, we will always remain in darkness.

Living in such a corrupt, stupid society as we do, with the competitive education we receive which engenders fear, we are all burdened with fears of some kind, and fear is a dreadful thing which warps, twists and dulls our days.

There is physical fear but that is a response we have inherited from the animals. It is psychological fears we are concerned with here, for when we understand the deep-rooted psychological fears we will be able to meet the animal fears, whereas to be concerned with the animal fears first will never help us to understand the psychological fears.

We are all afraid about something; there is no fear in abstraction, it is always in relation to something. Do you know your own fears—fear of losing your job, of not having enough food or money, or what your neighbours or the public think about you, or not being a success, or losing your position in society, of being despised or ridiculed—fear of pain and disease, of domination, of never knowing what love is or of not being loved, of losing your wife or children, of death, of living in a world that is like death, of utter boredom, of not living up to the image others have built about you, of losing your faith—all these and innumerable other fears—do you know your own particular fears? And what do you usually do about them? You run away from them, don't you, or invent ideas and images to cover them? But to run away from fear is only to increase it.

One of the major causes of fear is that we do not want to face ourselves as we are. So, as well as the fears themselves, we have to examine the network of escapes we have developed to rid ourselves of them. If the mind, in which is included the brain, tries to overcome fear, to suppress it, discipline it, control it, translate it into terms of something
else, there is friction, there is conflict, and that conflict is a waste of energy.

The first thing to ask ourselves then is what is fear and how does it arise? What do we mean by the word fear itself? I am asking myself what is fear not what I am afraid of.

I lead a certain kind of life; I think in a certain pattern; I have certain beliefs and dogmas and I don’t want those patterns of existence to be disturbed because I have my roots in them. I don’t want them to be disturbed because the disturbance produces a state of unknowing and I dislike that. If I am torn away from everything I know and believe, I want to be reasonably certain of the state of things to which I am going. So the brain cells have created a pattern and those brain cells refuse to create another pattern which may be uncertain. The movement from certainty to uncertainty is what I call fear.

At the actual moment as I am sitting here I am not afraid; I am not afraid in the present, nothing is happening to me, nobody is threatening me or taking anything away from me. But beyond the actual moment there is a deeper layer in the mind which is consciously or unconsciously thinking of what might happen in the future or worrying that something from the past may overtake me. So I am afraid of the past and of the future. I have divided time into the past and the future. Thought steps in, says, ‘Be careful it does not happen again’, or ‘Be prepared for the future. The future may be dangerous for you. You have got something now but you may lose it. You may die tomorrow, your wife may run away, you may lose your job. You may never become famous. You may be lonely. You want to be quite sure of tomorrow.’

Now take your own particular form of fear. Look at it. Watch your reactions to it. Can you look at it without any movement of escape, justification, condemnation or suppression? Can you look at that fear without the word which causes the fear? Can you look at death, for instance, without the word which arouses the fear of death? The word itself brings a tremor, doesn’t it, as the word love has its own tremor, its own image? Now is the image you have in your mind about death, the memory of so many deaths you have seen and the associating of yourself with those incidents—is it that image which is creating fear? Or are you actually afraid of coming to an end, not of the image creating the end? Is the word death causing you fear or the actual ending? If it is the word or the memory which is causing you fear then it is not fear at all.

You were ill two years ago, let us say, and the memory of that pain, that illness, remains, and the memory now functioning says, ‘Be careful, don’t get ill, again’. So the memory with its associations is creating fear, and that is not fear at all because actually at the moment you have very good health. Thought, which is always old, because thought is the response of memory and memories are always old—thought creates, in time, the feeling that you are afraid which is not an actual fact. The actual fact is that you are well. But the experience, which has remained in the mind as a memory, rouses the thought, ‘Be careful, don’t fall ill again’.

So we see that thought engenders one kind of fear. But is there fear at all apart from that? Is fear always the result of thought and, if it is, is there any other form of fear? We are afraid of death—that is, something that is going to happen tomorrow or the day after tomorrow, in time. There is a distance between actuality and what will be. Now thought has experienced this state; by observing death it says, ‘I am going to die’. Thought creates the fear of death, and if it doesn’t is there any fear at all?
Is fear the result of thought? If it is, thought, being always old, fear is always old. As we have said, there is no new thought. If we recognise it, it is already old. So what we are afraid of is the repetition of the old—the thought of what has been projecting into the future. Therefore thought is responsible for fear. This is so, you can see it for yourself. When you are confronted with something immediately there is no fear. It is only when thought comes in that there is fear.

Therefore our question now is, is it possible for the mind to live completely, totally, in the present? It is only such a mind that has no fear. But to understand this, you have to understand the structure of thought, memory and time. And in understanding it, understanding not intellectually, not verbally, but actually with your heart, your mind, your guts, you will be free from fear; then the mind can use thought without creating fear.

Thought, like memory, is, of course, necessary for daily living. It is the only instrument we have for communication, working at our jobs and so forth. Thought is the response to memory, memory which has been accumulated through experience, knowledge, tradition, time. And from this background of memory we react and this reaction is thinking. Thought is essential at certain levels but when thought projects itself psychologically as the future and the past, creating fear as well as pleasure, the mind is made dull and therefore inaction is inevitable.

So I ask myself, ‘Why, why, why, do I think about the future and the past in terms of pleasure and pain, knowing that such thought creates fear? Isn’t it possible for thought psychologically to stop, for otherwise fear will never end?’

One of the functions of thought is to be occupied all the time with something. Most of us want to have our minds continually occupied so that we are prevented from seeing ourselves as we actually are. We are afraid to be empty. We are afraid to look at our fears.

Consciously you can be aware of your fears but at the deeper levels of your mind are you aware of them? And how are you going to find out the fears that are hidden, secret? Is fear to be divided into the conscious and the subconscious? This is a very important question. The specialist, the psychologist, the analyst, have divided fear into deep and superficial layers, but if you follow what the psychologist says or what I say, you are understanding our theories, our dogmas, our knowledge, you are not understanding yourself. You cannot understand yourself according to Freud or Jung, or according to me. Other people’s theories have no importance whatever. It is of yourself that you must ask the question, is fear to be divided into the conscious and subconscious? Or is there only fear which you translate into different forms? There is only one desire; there is only desire. You desire. The objects of desire change, but desire is always the same. So perhaps in the same way there is only fear. You are afraid of all sorts of things but there is only one fear.

When you realise that fear cannot be divided you will see that you have put away altogether this problem of the subconscious and so have cheated the psychologists and the analysts. When you understand that fear is a single movement which expresses itself in different ways and when you see the movement and not the object to which the movement goes, then you are facing an immense question: how can you look at it without the fragmentation which the mind has cultivated?

There is only total fear, but how can the mind which thinks in fragments observe this total picture? Can it? We have lived a life of fragmentation, and can look at that
total fear only through the fragmentary process of thought. The whole process of the machinery of thinking is to break up everything into fragments: I love you and I hate you; you are my enemy, you are my friend; my peculiar idiosyncrasies and inclinations, my job, my position, my prestige, my wife, my child, my country and your country, my God and your God—all that is the fragmentation of thought. And this thought looks at the total state of fear, or tries to look at it, and reduces it to fragments. Therefore we see that the mind can look at this total fear only when there is no movement of thought.

Can you watch fear without any conclusion, without any interference of the knowledge you have accumulated about it? If you cannot, then what you are watching is the past, not fear; if you can, then you are watching fear for the first time without the interference of the past.

You can watch only when the mind is very quiet, just as you can listen to what someone is saying only when your mind is not chattering with itself, carrying on a dialogue with itself about its own problems and anxieties. Can you in the same way look at your fear without trying to resolve it, without bringing in its opposite, courage—actually look at it and not try to escape from it? When you say, ‘I must control it, I must get rid of it, I must understand it,’ you are trying to escape from it.

You can observe a cloud or a tree or the movement of a river with a fairly quiet mind because they are not very important to you, but to watch yourself is far more difficult because there the demands are so practical, the reactions so quick. So when you are directly in contact with fear or despair, loneliness or jealousy, or any other ugly state of mind, can you look at it so completely that your mind is quiet enough to see it?

Can the mind perceive fear and not the different forms of fear—perceive total fear, not what you are afraid of? If you look merely at the details of fear or try to deal with your fears one by one, you will never come to the central issue which is to learn to live with fear.

To live with a living thing such as fear requires a mind and heart that are extraordinarily subtle, that have no conclusion and can therefore follow every movement of fear. Then if you observe and live with it—and this doesn’t take a whole day, it can take a minute or a second to know the whole nature of fear—if you live with it so completely you inevitably ask, ‘Who is the entity who is living with fear? Who is it who is observing fear, watching all the movements of the various forms of fear as well as being aware of the central fact of fear? Is the observer a dead entity, a static being, who has accumulated a lot of knowledge and information about himself, and is it that dead thing who is observing and living with the movement of fear? Is the observer the past or is he a living thing?’ What is your answer? Do not answer me, answer yourself. Are you, the observer, a dead entity watching a living thing or are you a living thing watching a living thing? Because in the observer the two states exist.

The observer is the censor who does not want fear; the observer is the totality of all his experiences about fear. So the observer is separate from that thing he calls fear; there is space between them; he is forever trying to overcome it or escape from it and hence this constant battle between himself and fear—this battle which is such a waste of energy.

As you watch, you learn that the observer is merely a bundle of ideas and memories without any validity or substance, but that fear is an actuality and that you are trying
to understand a fact with an abstraction which, of course, you cannot do. But, in fact, is the observer who says, ‘I am afraid’, any different from the thing observed which is fear? The observer is fear and when that is realised there is no longer any dissipation of energy in the effort to get rid of fear, and the time-space interval between the observer and the observed disappears. When you see that you are a part of fear, not separate from it—that you are fear—then you cannot do anything about it; then fear comes totally to an end.
FOLLOWING CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS, ANY T.C.P CUSTOMER WEARING CLOTHING, COVERED IN, OR SMELLING OF SHIT WILL BE REFUSED ADMITTANCE TO THE CLUB.
The Busiest U.S. Death Chamber / After Duty Is Done, Second Thoughts

In Texas, 'Daddy Has to Work Late Tonight, He Has an Execution'

By Sara Rimer
New York Times Service

Huntsville, Texas - Jim Willett, the warden of the prison here, awakened a little before 5 a.m. on Dec. 5 in his home, which his wife, Janice, had decorated for Christmas. He had not been looking forward to the day.

"My first thought was 'Today's an execution.' " he recalled later that morning. "I wonder what he'll be like."

Mr. Willett said he was hoping that the man who was to be put to death shortly after 6 a.m. would not resist and that the execution would proceed smoothly.

Mr. Willett's job requires him to stand at the head of the person strapped on the gurney and to signal the anonymous executioner in the next room to inject the sedative and two lethal chemicals through a syringe. In his two and a half years as warden, Mr. Willett has given the signals — raising his glasses — that has killed 94 people.

"Just from a Christian standpoint, you can't see one of these and not consider that maybe it's not right," Mr. Willett, 50, said in his office, with blown-up photographs of his children — Jacob, 19, and Jordan, 14 — on the wall.

It is the worst part of his job, he said, but it is his job just the same.

He is known as the Huntsville unit, set to execute three men in three days. While that is not unusual work for Huntsville, which has the busiest U.S. death chamber, it would bring the total for the year to 40, the most people legally killed by any state in one year, according to the Death Penalty Information Center, a nonprofit research group in Washington.

Those who champion the death penalty, the law enforcement officials who call for it, the judges who vote for it, are not the ones who walk into the death chamber and help end lives.

That task falls to Mr. Willett and a dozen or so members of his staff, husbands and fathers who coach baseball, fish, attend church and lead mostly ordinary lives except when it comes to the condemned that they have to see in a room with turquoise walls, deep inside the prison, and secure them to a gurney with eight mustard-colored leather straps so that they can be injected with the drugs that will kill them.

These men do their jobs in a town and a state that ardently support the death penalty. But in the week of the three executions they shared

their unusually unspoken discomfort with the uneasiness with which and the detachment that allowed them to go about their work.

Kenneth Dean, 37, is the head of the team, which does exactly what the name implies. A shy, burly man the other officers tease by calling him the Teddy Bear, Mr. Dean has performed that job about 130 times. He does not like to keep count.

On Tuesday morning, Dec. 5, he had made plans with his children — Kassidy, 7, and Kevin, 13 — for the evening. Recently divorced, he spends a couple of hours with them Tuesday nights.

"I told them, 'Daddy has to work late tonight, he has an execution.' "

Later, Mr. Dean said, his daughter has been asking a lot of questions about the executions.

"What do you do?"

"I heard explaining to a 7-year-old," he added. "She asked me, 'Why do you do it?' I told her, 'Sweeney, it's part of my job.'"

Mr. Dean's executioners have been as much a part of the ritual as the condemned.

The worst nightmare of the execution team occurred in June, when Gary Graham, 39, convicted of a 1983 robbery-murder that he maintained he did not commit, refused to leave his cell. Mr. Dean and other members of the team had to put on face shields and armor and forcibly remove him. It was only the third "cell extraction" they had done, called since 1982.

On Dec. 5, Gary Miller, 33, a former bartender, was to be put to death for the 1989 rape and murder of 7-year-old April Marie Wilson. He was not expected to give them any trouble. He had told his lawyers not to file any further appeals. He said he was ready to die.

Mr. Miller's execution had not generated unusual attention, and only a handful of death penalty opponents were expected to show up outside the prison. There are five seats for journalists at every execution, and this reporter, with the Executive editor, was there for Mr. Miller.

At 6:07 p.m., Mr. Dean escorted members of the victim's family, several prison officials and reporters down a long corridor, through a small garden with marigolds blossoming beside white trellises, and past a steel door into what is known as the death house: eight cells and the death chamber.

The witnesses stared through a large, barred window into the death chamber. Mr. Miller, a big man with glasses and an inmate's pants, was lying on the gurney, with a Bible on his chest, under a white sheet.

Mr. Miller's head rested on a pillow, an accommodation added to the routine by the warden last year. There used to be only a towel at the head of the gurney. The warden stood just behind Mr. Miller's head. The prison chaplain, Jim Brazzil, was at his feet.

Mr. Miller looked straight at Maggie Howlett, the mother of the little girl he had killed, who was asked to go to sit with them. They had known each other before the murder.

"Maggie, I'm sorry," Mr. Miller said through a microphone above his head. "I always wanted to tell you, but I just didn't know how.

He said a brief prayer and told the warden he was ready. The warden raised his glasses. At 6:23 p.m., a doctor came into the room and pronounced Mr. Miller dead.

After the witnesses filed out, the tie-down team left the death chamber, unfastened the straps that held Mr. Miller's body, and transferred him to another gurney. The gurney was loaded into a waiting hearse and taken to the Huntsville Memorial Cemetery.

About 15 minutes later, as part of the ritual, Mr. Howlett was allowed to speak to the condemned from the prison, answering questions from reporters. "I'm very glad I came," she told a journalist. "I had to see him go.

By 7 p.m., an exhausted Mr. Dean, still in his gray uniform, was across town, sitting with his children in his car in the driveway of his former wife. His daughter was on his lap. "She said, 'Do you have another tomorrow?'" Mr. Dean recalled later. "I said, 'Yes, I have one for the next two days.'"

"She said, 'Why do you have so many this week?'" I said, 'I don't know, sweetie.'"

Mr. Dean, who is a Baptist, says he prays before and after every execution. He did not tell his daughter about his own time called, the "all of us wonder if it's right," he said. "You know, there's a higher judgment than us. You second-guess yourself, you know how I feel, but is it the right way to feel? Is what we do right?

But if we didn't do it, who would do it?"

The maximum-security Huntsville unit, built in 1848, takes up two blocks in the middle of this East Texas town of 35,000 people. Its walls are 30 feet (9 meters) high, hence its nickname. The Walls. A Christmas sign, a heard of reindeer and a string of Christmas lights decorate the front wall.

The prison containing the death row, where there are 443 condemned people, is in Livingston, 40 miles (64 kilometers) away. The condemned are brought here on the afternoon of their execution and spend their final hours in a different wing.

It is better, Mr. Dean said, that the death row inmates are in Livingston. That way, he said, he and his fellow officers are not helping to execute people they know.

Mr. Dean said he sometimes worried about his own detachment. "That was one part I had to deal with," he said. "You expect to feel a certain way, then you think, 'Is there something wrong with me that I don't?' Then after a while you get to think, 'Why isn't this bothering me?' It is such a clinical process. You expect the worst with death, but you don't see the worst in death."

Terry Green, a member of the tie-down team, said that Texas law requires that some people be executed for their crimes. He says he sees that the tie-down team as "the front line of the law.

"Mr. Green, a Baptist, added, "It's crossed my mind that the Nazis were doing this. All of us wonder if it's right." He said, "You know, there's a higher judgment than us. You second-guess yourself, you know how I feel, but is it the right way to feel? Is what we do right?"

But if we didn't do it, who would do it?"

The executions will start again in January. Three more are scheduled for that month."
ASTRONOMERS believe there are more stars in the universe than grains of sand on Earth. Using one of the world’s most powerful telescopes in Australia, scientists measured the brightness of all the galaxies in one sector of the sky and calculated how many stars there were in the universe. The result, presented to the International Astronomical Union conference in Sydney yesterday, is truly astronomical – 70 sextillion, or seven followed by 22 zeros. Astronomer Dr Simon Driver said the actual number of stars could be even higher.
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12. 12. 78 - 30. 12. 78

12. 12. 78: Wolken
13. 12. 78: Schacher Mondhalo 2° und 70° Ring
14. 12. 78: Bedeckt *
15. 12. 78: Wolken Reg. Sternwarte
17. 12. 78: Vorm. Sonnen. 20° ab Jupiter bei Mond (gelb) M42, M45, Eupoden, Doppeleond, und Herren -
stellor "im stern u Orion.
18. 12. 78: 1. Erste mal Merkur gesehen!!
Sterns. Jupiter, Venus, Mond.
19. 12. 78: 1. Allefino, Lyra, M42, M45,
Doppelsternbild "in der blauen Nacht"
(winde)
20. 12. 78: [Sonne]
Vorm. Sonnen. 20° ab Jupiter bei Mond (bei Mond)
19:30 Eupoden
21. 12. 78: Venus, Jupiter, Saturn (bei Mond)
30° von MONDENHALO 16.24 oben
22. 12. 78: Mondhalo 9. 22 0. 2° Ring
23. 12. 78: Sonnen. Venus, Jupiter, Saturn. RABE, WAAGE
25. 12. 78: Regen
26. 12. 78: Nebel mit Venus bei Mond
27. 12. 78: Regen
28. 12. 78: Regen
29. 12. 78: Regen (Erste Nebel "SAT1")
30. 12. 78: Schnee (Erste Nebel SAT1)

31. 12. 78 - 6. 1. 79

31. 12. 78: (18°) SCHNEE 4 cm (Jupiter)
1. 1. 79: Schnee
2. 1. 79: Schnee
3. 1. 79: Schnee
4. 1. 79: NEBEN SONNE 14.5°
Jupiter, Mondhalo 10° 2°
Sonnenhalo. 14°. M44
5. 1. 79: NEBEN SONNE 14.5°
Jupiter, Mondhalo 10° 2°
Sonnenhalo. Mondhalo 10° 2°
6. 1. 79: ohne Mondhalo 10° Scheibe in "magisch
gliedem" grün, blau.
20. 1. 79: ERSTER METEOR
Flugablauf: Waflisch: WEISS - 3.5° 2°
Finche: WEITGELB - 3.5° 2°
Andromeda: Lumin: WEITGELB - 3.5° 2°
mit Unterbrochenen 2°
20 sec.
Nord. NW: Auge: 3°
Luftleucht: WEISS. SCHWEIF, Blau (Pum)
20 sec.
Zentrum: Lumin: WEISS. SCHWEIF, Blau (Pum)
20 sec.
Jetzt: Lumin. Lumin. - nicht lieber - ca. Schuh Gerade -
Südl. der Sonne. Aufhellung
KEIN KNALL

Gepfeife: 2° - 3°
Kelligan: ca. 3°
Strecke: ca. 3°
Farben: WEISS. GELB. ROTBLAU. -
10.2.79: —
11.2.79: Sonne (Schein) (5 mm, Sonnenprojektiorschein bekommer 2 malen)
12.2.79: —
13.2.79: Sonne (projektion)
14.2.79:
15.2.79:
16.2.79:
17.2.79:
18.2.79:
19.2.79:
20.2.79: Sonne 270 Bilder 3 mm
21.2.79: Mond (Abb. 11, Schiller, Janssen 8)
22.2.79:
23.2.79: Sternwarte Spektakularer Sonne
24.2.79: Sonne 11 1/2 mm
25.2.79: Sonne 9 2/4 mm von 90 Flachen auf Bild
1/10.2.79: MON DE Provid 51 Saturn nicht 71
26.2.79: M42 4 (Totalare Sonnenfinter) 7145
27.2.79: M8 1/2 m.
28.2.79: Sonne 9 1/4 Venus 7 3/4 18 44 Uhr MARKUR SEHR KLAR + mal Tichel gerechnet 5,56", MERKUR in Konjunktion mit dem Mond 0,6° an der M35 25 TAGE alter Monddichel
29.2.79: M8 (gebauterferm 20 mm) H + R (45°)
30.2.79: —
1.3.79: Venus 9 91 18 44 Uhr MARKUR SEHR KLAR + mal Tichel gerechnet 5,56", MERKUR in Konjunktion mit dem Mond 0,6° an der M35 25 TAGE alter Monddichel
2.3.79: —
3.3.79: —
4.3.79: —
5.3.79: Voyager 7 vorbeiflug an Io 7 3/4° H + R 19 42 Uhr, zurück gerechnete Libration Jupiter 7 42°
6.3.79: 6° in der Dämmerung waren nur noch Venus, Saturn, Mars der Monde. Sonnenschein 19 42 Uhr, Mond fotografieren 60 ° an der Liberation zurückgegangen
apples in June, 2004
page 63: Artefakt, 2004
Dans nos obscurités, 2004
it’s only love give it away
Zimtsterne

0,5 kg Rübenzucker
Den steif geschlagenen Šnee mit
1 Ei
und davon 1/3 Tasse als Guss
1 abgeriebene Zitrone
abnehmen. Den Teig nur auf
1/2 kg ungeschälte
geriebene Mandeln
und mit dem Guss bestreichen.
15 g Zimt

auf der 2. Zeite von unten bei 170°C backen.
Every time the ‘right to choose’ is extended, the poor get second-best

Whatever Tony Blair and Michael Howard may shout at each other during prime minister’s question time, the argument that will dominate politics between now and the general election will concern the people’s right to choose.

And, typically, this tight little, right little, undemocratic island will engage in the dispute over which party will provide most choice, without bothering to examine complicated questions about how it is defined or whether or not its extension is desirable. “More choice” is a slogan we can all shout without worrying about what choice is or does.

The Tories will claim they will make us free by offering vouchers that, in effect, subsidise those families who already choose private medicine and education. Labour will attempt to prove it is possible to offer more genuine alternatives. A “choice guru” now advises Downing Street. He is Professor Julian LeGrand of the London School of Economics, and it was my good fortune to engage with him in an amiable dispute on the fringes of this year’s Labour party conference.

Prof LeGrand is far too serious a scholar to have any time for the self-serving nonsense about freedom being no more than the absence of restraint. He understands perfectly well that it is the ability, not the right, to choose that makes us free. To put the position in a contemporary context, the right to occupy a place at the City of London school is, for most of Diane Abbott’s constituents, not worth having: they cannot afford the fees.

The pretence that the existence of private education is essential to their freedom is a cruel joke. The government knows that perfectly well and hopes, with the help of Prof LeGrand, to extend choice in public health and education. No doubt it can be done. And no doubt this government will do it, for choice is an obsession of the suburban middle classes. But when some families choose, the rest accept what is left. And the rest are always the disadvantaged and dispossessed.

It is “choice of school” that rouses most passion. That is because parents have, in their minds, a hierarchy in which good, bad and indifferent schools are clearly — although probably inaccurately — distinguished. Concerned parents want “the best” for their sons and daughters. But the best is not available to everyone. Best, by its nature, a relative condition for which families compete. In competitions there are always losers.

We already know the consequence of extending choice in secondary education. Articulate and self-confident parents talk their children’s way into the allegedly superior institutions — leaving what somebody ignorantly called “bog-standard comprehensives” for the rest. And some families are pathologically incapable of battling for even a fair share, even less the highest quality, of resources. Politicians run away from that assertion because it sounds patronising. But it is true. The government has a duty to prevent the inarticulate and easily intimidated from being pushed back of the queue. And that is what increased choice provides.

The same rule applies to the health service. When, a couple of years ago, I told my GP that I was six months behind with my annual hospital tests, be said that I should agitate my way to the top of the waiting list. While there are shortages, the agitators will always inherit the earth. Prof LeGrand, asked how they could be prevented from seizing every advantage, said the problem I identified was “voices not choices” — the response of bureaucracy to legitimate demands. In the real world, voices and choices cannot be separated.

The “voices” will always intimidate the humble and meek — not least because they are so easily intimidated.

When it is necessary to push somebody to the back of the queue, the natural (and, in a sense understandable) bureaucratic instinct is to relegate the people who will accept that status with the least complaint. The willingness to take whatever they are given, without protest, is one of the defining characteristics of the British poor.

In my 33 years as the MP for an inner-city constituency, I was constantly amazed by the gratitude felt by the men and women I represented for whatever fell from the rich man’s table. Tories complained about the politics of envy. I felt bitter regret that my constituents envied so little. In Sutton Coldfield and Solihull they fought for their rights. In Sparkbrook they accepted their station in life with a heroic, but infuriating, good grace.

And every time the right to choose is extended, in health and education or anything else, they will accept — partly with resentment but mostly with resignation — that they will get second-best. In the long run, the legions of the passed-over have to be persuaded to fight for a share of the good life. In the short term, they have to be protected against the tyranny of the successful and self-confident dressed up to look like an extension of choice.
In September 2003, Mr. Darp announced what he called the "biggest turning point" in Kodak's history. There would be no more big investments in traditional film. He also closed the
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Dear Mr. Tillmans,

Thank you for your letter of 20 November regarding our newspaper policy for economy class passengers.

I am sorry that you feel concerned about our circulation of the Daily Mail but I am sure you are aware that this is just one of the selection of newspapers that we offer our customers including the Daily Telegraph, Evening Standard, Observer on Sunday and Mail on Sunday.

Despite your concerns, the Daily Mail remains one of the most popular papers in the UK circulating some 2.5 million copies a day and indeed is particularly popular amongst our customer base.

Whilst I respect you have views on this particular newspaper and given the fact that newspapers are regulated in terms of their editorial content extremely strictly, we feel well justified in circulating both the Mail on Sunday and the Daily Mail to our customers.

I realise that this response is not necessarily the one you were hoping for but given the broad appeal of these publications it is entirely appropriate that we circulate them to our customers.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]
watch (1984), 2004
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